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It has been another unprecedented year for all of us
During this season, let’s take time to reflect upon the good things we have…
For me, the holidays are filled with my grandfather’s wisdom, my grandmother’s holiday cakes,
my parent’s endless love, my sibling’s infectious laughter and the joy on the faces of my
grandchildren. These are my most precious treasures in the world.
Always remember that family and friends are the most valuable of all gifts so take this time to
remember and spend time with your loved ones.
It is also a time to reflect on those less fortunate, those without a home, whose lives are not
filled with family, laughter, joy, love, and friendship. Consider those who need our help whether it’s helping at a local food bank, serving meals at your local soup kitchen; donating
gently used clothing; driving others to an appointment, shoveling snow for your neighbor, or
opening up your wallet.
It all starts with you. Do that little extra this season to bring the laughter, joy, love, friendship,
sincerity, and generosity to all. I Thank You for your dedication and your Service.
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Quoting International President Douglas X. Alexander- “ Lions are a family like no other. And
with our hearts united in service, we will lift up our communities all over the world.
Because in times of great need, only a greater passion for service can make the world a
better place for all people”
May you and your family enjoy and cherish those moments together and may your home be
full of love, laughter, and friendship. Season’s greetings and all the best in 2022.
Lion Cathy Anderson
Multiple District Council Chair 2021-2022

Floods Devastating British Columbia
Good evening, Lions and Lions Clubs within Multiple District C:
Once again, our neighbors to the West have been dealing with an unprecedented weather which
has led to devastating flooding within the province.
They need your help.
Please read the following message and do whatever you can do to support them thru this difficult
time.
Thank You
Lion Cathy Anderson
Multiple District Council Chair 2021-2022

Calling on all Lions and Lions Clubs within Multiple District C
Where there’s a need there’s a Lion
Good morning from what some people refer to as the Wet Coast. We have more than lived up to that name in
the past week. In forty-eight hours, the immediate area I live in (Chilliwack BC) received around 300mm of rain.
A city and a town have been flooded and vast tracts of farming area have been flooded displacing thousands of
cattle. Everything you may have seen on the news is real.
What is also real is the resiliency and ingenuity of people. The night before last a major pump system was in
danger of being flooded, which would have resulted in another four to five metres of water added to the mess.
The word went out and sometime after midnight three hundred volunteers showed up, individually, and
helped build a sandbag wall more than two metres high to protect the building, in less than three hours.
I have been asked many times “What can we do?” Right now, situations are being assessed. As the water
recedes the needs will become clearer. We know that the major issue is drinking water. That is what caused
the city of Merritt to be evacuated. Their domestic water system and their waste treatment plant
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compromised each other. Similar situations exist in large areas.
At this moment in time the very best thing that our Lions can do to help as these areas recover, is to contribute
to the Lions of Canada Fund for LCIF. www.lionsofcanadafundforlcif.ca We know that absolutely every cent
donated goes to those in need. Feel free to share this information with your Lions Clubs and everyone else
who is not a Lion yet.
VP Dr. Patti Hill and Rebecca Daou, Executive Director LCIF are following this challenging situation closely.
Rebecca’s team are fully engaged and standby to assist wherever possible.
If you have any questions, feel free to contact me directly via email or 604-316-1368
Regards
ID Allan Hunt allansiphone4s@gmail.com

Advanced Lions Leadership Institute – ALLI
Purpose of the Advanced Lions Leadership Institute (ALLI)
The purpose of the Advanced Lions Leadership Institute is to provide Lions leaders with an
opportunity to enhance skills in preparation for leadership responsibilities at the zone, region, and
district levels.

I would encourage anyone who is interested in this training which will benefit you both
in your Lions activities and your personal life to consider applying.
The other benefit is that its being held in Calgary and that’s just short trip to attend.
Location: Calgary, AB, Canada
Dates: March 26-28, 2022
Application Due Date: December 26, 2021

The application form for this training can be found on MD C website by clicking
on this link www.mdclions.org/training

MD C Lions Cavalcade for Diabetes Awareness Committee
Receives 2021 Collaboration Award from Diabetes Canada
On December 6, 2021, at a virtual session Diabetes Canada will be presenting the MD C Lions
Cavalcade for Diabetes Awareness committee with a 2021 Collaboration Award.
We thank all the Lions clubs and individuals who have supported Lions Cavalcade for Diabetes
Awareness over the many years that we have been raising funds to assist Diabetes Canada to
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provide Diabetes Awareness to Lions of MD C and others.
I have included the body of the letter we received from Diabetes Canada below.
November 2, 2021
Multiple District C Lions Cavalcade for Diabetes Awareness
c/o Lion Dennis Stevenson, PCC
Via email: pdg37e@sunraybase.ca
Dear Mr. Stevenson,
On behalf of Diabetes Canada and the National Awards Review Committee, I am honoured
to share the news that Multiple District C Lions Cavalcade for Diabetes Awareness
has been selected to be this years recipient of the Collaboration Award in recognition of
your groups outstanding efforts in making the invisible epidemic of diabetes visible and
urgent.
The Collaboration Award honors an outstanding example of collaboration within Diabetes
Canada and/or the diabetes community and recognizes the efforts to further a project or
work that relates to the strategic direction of Diabetes Canada.
’

We are arranging to have Multiple District C Lions Cavalcade for Diabetes Awareness
award delivered to you. We hope you or a group representative will be able to join us at the
Virtual National Award Ceremony on Monday, December 6 (TBC) where we will formally
present and recognize your contributions. We offer our congratulations and hope you are
keeping well.
We truly appreciate the passion of Multiple District C Lions Cavalcade for Diabetes
Awareness for this cause and the dedication to helping improve the lives of Canadians who
are living with diabetes or prediabetes. Together, we can, and we will, End Diabetes.
With my deepest gratitude,
Nafisa Merali
National Awards Review Committee Co-Chair
Board Director

Dennis Stevenson, PCC
MD C Lions Cavalcade for Diabetes Awareness Chairperson

Multiple District C Council
November 7, 2021
Meeting Reports
MCAT Grant – Submitted by IPCC Tyler Bray
A total of $149,000.00 was originally donated for the Ft. MacMurray wildfire.
$134,000.00 came from LCIF
$15,000.00 came from LOAF
To date a total of $117,068.92 has been donated to a new playground in Ft. MacMurray.
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MDC has been sitting on MCAT dollars and donations. We had reviewed all existing documentation but could not find
any invoices for the remaining dollars we are holding. The Municipality of Wood Buffalo has been slow to respond to us.
In September of this year, we were advised that the Municipality had let go their CAO and have fired someone new. The
remaining invoices have been located and sent to us, allowing us to free up money we have been sitting on.
We are on working on obtaining detailed invoices from the suppliers that provided the playground equipment in the first
place. LCIF requires copies of these invoices.
We are getting closer to closing out the MCAT grant and its reporting requirements.
VCC Frances Sawiak has been extremely helpful in facilitating better communication with the Municipality of Wood
Buffalo.

2022 USA/Canada Leadership Forum
Submitted by IPCC Tyler Bray
The 2022 Forum planning committee attended Calgary between October 20-24th, 2021.
There was much discussion and planning initiated. We are all working hard to make the 2022 USA/Canada Lions
Leadership forum a very successful event.
The forum strides walk proceeds will stay here in our MDC area and is slated to assist children to attend the Camp Jean
Nelson.
We are looking for Facilitators and moderators. All names should be submitted to PCC Sharon West.
As of the end of October 2021, we now have 565 Lions preregistered for the 2022 Forum.
We would be happy to attend any Lions club meeting, via Zoom, to speak on the forum. As well, we will be hopefully
apart of both District and MDC conventions.
Our Host forum pin is now available to purchase. Please visit our Host web page at www.2022lionsleadershipforum.com
Volunteer registration is now on the web site as well.
This is an MDC event, and I would encourage Lions to be a part of our 2022 Leadership forum. We will be needing
approximately 300-500 volunteers.

District Governor Updates
DC-2 – DG Michelle Harris
I have been to a few clubs since last meeting. Have had the pleasure of in person visits with Calgary Westwinds, Calgary
Southridge, Blairmore, Lethbridge, Mossleigh, Claresholm, and Nanton. I have had zoom meetings with Calgary
Woodcreek, Coleman, Calgary Heritage, Foothills, Calgary NE Opener. The team also went to Calgary Wildrose Charter
and had a great time. I also did an induction service for Calgary Westwind’s and Blairmore, as we as installed officers of
the Calgary Westwind’s club.
I continue to work with my team, so that we can reach all the clubs. We have regular zoom meetings with PIP Brian, as
well as PDG Brent, about membership.
The convention committee is also meeting regularly to ensure a great convention.
I am also involved with PID Pat Vannet and Thirsty Thursday’s and other DG’s in the Constitutional Area, as well as my
team. We are also involved with Canadian Conversation, and the Lions of Canada Consultative committee.
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Global Action Team (GAT)
GST - Lion Dave Leshchyshyn
As Clubs just started to get ramped up for this Lionistic year, restrictions were relaxed, things were opening, Covid
numbers increased in late summer and our Clubs activities were put on hiatus again!
However, in the brief time Clubs could engage the public again, many took advantage and reaped the benefits of their
Service. Clubs I’ve spoken with, or read their reports on MyLion, indicated great attendance and increased revenues
from their Service activities. The benefits of being prepared to engage the public once things opened. Food collection
has been the focus of many Clubs in the Multiple District, and I’m sure will continue to be the Service of choice going into
the Christmas season. This bodes well for Lions bringing awareness to our Pillar of Global Service, hunger, and rolling
right into Hunger Awareness Month in January.
October was busy with another Pillar of Global Service, Vision. October was vision awareness month, October 14th was
World Sight Day, and October 15th was White Cane Safety Day. Information was passed on to the District GST’s to share
with the Clubs in their Districts. Hopefully this may have spurred some Clubs to create activities to promote vision
awareness, vision screening, eyeglass collection, etc. I await reports on MyLion. Lions Clubs will have another chance to
bring awareness to the White Cane as the first full week in February is White Cane Week in Canada. The month of
November is Diabetes Awareness month and I have asked the District GST’s to promote this to the Clubs as well.
The Multiple District C nominee for the Kindness Matters Service Award has been forwarded to Lions Clubs International.
Best of luck to the Edmonton Host Lions Club for their collaboration with the Alberta Avenue Community League’s “Hub
Night”, where 125 take out meals were prepared and distributed to the less fortunate in attendance. The Club also
distributed 60 Lions Personal Care Kits to people living rough on the streets of Edmonton’s Inner City. Truly a great
Service Project and worthy of a Kindness Matters Service Award. The winners will be announced sometime in January.
Reporting activities on MyLion continues to be of great concern in the Multiple District with 113 of 181 Clubs NOT
reporting their Service for the past 12 months or more. Many Clubs have had activities since the start of this Lionistic
year but still have not reported on MyLion. The District GST’s have said they are communicating with Clubs in this
regard, helping where possible, but still coming up against resistance to MyLion. More training on MyLion may help
some responsible for reporting, however, many “seasoned” members don’t seem to care about reporting. What’s the
answer?
The District C-1 GST report is attached. No report was received from the District C-2 Service Co-ordinator.
GST Report July 1, 2021, to October 31, 2021
I am finding mostly a one-way street contacting the Lions Clubs in District C1. I have telephoned, sent E-Mail, and used the
Lions Link sending information to the clubs. In many instances telephone calls are not returned similarly very little E-Mail
feedback.
I have sent the payment instructions for international dues to all the clubs however there are still several clubs with
international dues outstanding. I have followed up with the following clubs who have paid their dues, Consort, Edmonton
Northgate, Alberta beach and Radway.
Many of the rural clubs are not having meetings face to face due to the covid problem and many have not tried the Zoom
type meeting due to internet problems. Many Lions have limited and slow services on the internet and are not prepared to
try.
Many members are not receiving the Lions Link particularly those not on the direct listing. The Presidents or Secretaries are
not passing the information on.
I have forwarded design instructions to all the clubs to enable stands to be made for the aluminium signs that were mailed
or delivered to all District C1 clubs. I am in process of investigating the so called non receipt of signs for a few clubs
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MMR and activity reporting remains a major problem. It appears to be evident that many club Presidents and Secretaries
have limited computer skills and if they have any difficulty just do not bother to try to undertake input.
I still think that we should do what is done in Australia where clubs with input difficulties send a report to a central point
and the input is completed for them. We should follow this example.
Lion Brian Barnes, District C-1 Service Co-ordinator

Advisors Reports
PIP Judge Brian Stevenson
Subject to possible developments arising at the International Board Meeting held on October 28-31, there are no additional
items to report.
Past International Director A.P. Singh continues to be the favored candidate for International Third Vice President to be
elected at our 104th International Convention to be held June 24-28, 2022, in Montreal, Canada.
Our delegation from MD C will be housed in the Sheraton Hotel, 1201 Rene Levesque Boulevard W., a 10-minute walk from
the Bell Centre (.2 km/.1 mi). It is the Convention Headquarters Hotel.
Convention Registration forms are now available at: LCICon2022.

Long Range Planning – PCC Lynne Coulter
S.W.O.T. Analysis
Strengths
*Many clubs have mastered ZOOM
*ZOOM easier to use than TEAMS or other similar
platforms
*Most clubs have access to email
*MD C, C-1, C-2 all have websites, newsletters,
email contacts
*Workshops can be conducted on-line
*C-2 has a member portal, will soon have on-line
directory & hard copy directory
*LCI MyLion is a useful platform
*ZOOM accounts available to clubs & members
*Most schools have upgraded too high-speed
*LCI provides e-clubhouse platform free of
charge

Opportunities
*Training is available for use of platforms such as
ZOOM, MyLion
*Technology training can be available during DG
& ZC visits, COTS
*Clubs could provide computers & printers c/w
training to senior’s centers & residences,
libraries, community groups, persons with
handicaps, shut-ins; could be considered a service
project as well as a donation
*Availability of on-line of Guiding Lion training,
Lions Learning Centre, Lions University

Weaknesses
*Not all clubs have access to high-speed; 5% still
on dial-up
*Dial-up limits download speed & capacity
*Actual technological capability unknown; we
don’t know what we don’t know
*Some members do not have printers
*Not all clubs & members take full advantage of
available technology
*Newsletters not received by all
*There is selective circulation of information
*Not all info or data is current
*Estimated that2/3 of all clubs are not reporting
activities
*Positions at District & Club level left unfilled
*Low club membership levels prevent filling of all
positions or ability to take advantage of training
by technology
Threats
*Reluctance to learn…”I can’t, I don’t, or I won’t”
*Platforms such as ZOOM replaces face-to-face
meetings unnecessarily
*Technology seen as a “threat”
*Hearing & vision impairments sometimes a
barrier to use of technology
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*Ability to connect with members & clubs across
the district, multiple district, country or the world

Historian& Archives – PDGs Dan Claypool & Eric Buttle
Due the postponement of the District Conventions, we have nothing to report currently.
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LCIF/Campaign 100 Report – PCC Sharon West

On October 24 we held our Campaign 100 LCIF overview training with both Districts represented. The training was quite
informative and successful. The training was recorded, and we hope to have the power point available for those wanting a
copy soon.
On January 13, 2022, it will be our founder Melvin Jones 143rd birthday and we have been discussing ways to celebrate that
day either through personal or club donations or the purchasing a Melvin Jones Fellowship for either a deserving lion or a
member of the community that has made a significant contribution.
In June 2022 we will once again be holding a Tell -A-Thon which proved to be very successful last year. More information will
follow as the plans proceed.
We are entering our final year for Campaign 100 to reach our goal to raise US$300 million globally. To date we have raised
US$232,317,125. which is 77.4% of our goal as of October 25, 2021
Lion Club Participation from 7/1/2021 to 30/9/2021 of our current year:
District
Number of Clubs
Clubs Donating
Percentage
C1
94
11
11.70
C2
87
10
11.49
Totals
181
21
11.60

Amount
$8913.18
$3439.19
$12,352.37

General overview of Multiple District C to date:
Total Funds Raised $374,519.86: Cash & Pledge Balances $371,045.78: Cash Received $366,946.82
Model Clubs 12: % of Clubs Donated 57.46%: % of Members Donated 3.19%

Lions Quest – 1st VDG Suzanne Leshchyshyn
District
C1
C2

Lions Quest Donations 2020-21 (as of September 30, 2021)
Number of Clubs
2020-21 Total
Percentage
Donating
Donations
Participating
106
0
$
20.00
80
2
$ 6,300.00
Multiple District Totals
$ 6,320.00

0.0%
2.5%

Report Lions Quest C2 Chair – Lucy Johnson
- Zoom meeting with new and existing Lions Quest Chairs and Executive Director of Lions Quest on Wednesday Aug 11,
2021.
- Meeting with a teacher from Palliser Regional Schools on Tuesday Sept 17, 2021, regarding the Lions Quest Resources
for middle school and hoping that she will take the Lions Quest webinar training at the end of Aug.
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- Distribution of Lions Quest Newsletter to all the clubs in District C2. Also sent a recorded webinar called What the
Heck is Lions Quest.
- Contact with 4 teachers at RI Baker in Coaldale (Palliser Regional Schools) via email regarding resource and training.
- Arranged for 4 teachers from RI Baker to be trained and to receive resources. Training to occur Aug 31, 2021.
- Contacted principal of the Children of St. Martha’s Elementary School in Lethbridge to see if I could meet and discuss
Lions Quest.
- Met with Principal Shannon Collier and their Family First Facilitator Joanne Wolochaty regarding Lions Quest and
possible training for the entire school.
- Set up training date for Children of St. Martha’s, Nov 5. 10 teachers and 3 administrators will be trained on Lions
Quest.
- Zoom Meeting with Lions Quest Chairs and Executive Director Joanne McQuiggan on Sept 27.
- Zoom Meeting with MDC Lions Quest Chair Suzanne Leshchyshyn and Carole Henson on Sept 27.
- Met with two teachers from RI Baker on Sept 29 regarding LQ training on Aug 31 and distributed Peace Poster
information.
- $1600 was donated by the West Lethbridge Lions club towards training my 17 teachers
Report Lions Quest C1 Chair Carole Henson; Co-chair Gloria Sirski-Bates
- I received an email from LQ Head Office saying that the Wandering River School in the Northern Lights SD has gone on
to order a kit for each grade, K-6. When two teachers took the training, they were supplied with Grades 3 and
4. They ordered the Early Learners, and Grades 1, 2, 5, and 6. It’s always the best scenario when there is a kit for
each grade, and they are obviously very committed to the program.
- I am sending a thank you note together with the little Q-bear stuffy to the school and the list of activities and ideas as
to how to use Q-Bear with the young students. I’m sure they will have fun with him.
- LCI Grant Final Report - the LCI Grant credit of 21 Teacher Kits has all been used up and it may be time to apply for
another grant. It’s quite clear that unless we can cover the cost of the workshops with grant money and Club
donations, school divisions are just not going to cover the cost.
- August 26, 2021 – LQ Virtual Workshop had 3 teachers from Wandering River School and 4 teachers from Cold Lake
Middle School attending. Both schools are in the Northern Lights SD. I contacted Grande Centre Lions Club and the
club has sponsored the 4 teachers from Cold Lake and forwarded a cheque for $1400 to C1 Cabinet Treasurer. This
Club has a long history of participating in LQ sponsorship and has trained many teachers over the years.
- French Version of Lions Quest: There are no plans to translate the present Lions Quest material into French especially
since Quebec is not on board. Just too costly.

MD C Lions Cavalcade for Diabetes Awareness – PCC Dennis Stevenson
Diabetes Canada is providing diabetes awareness and education information to all who need it in a virtual manner using
digital technology.
Over the course of 2021 to date there has been a series of online sessions called Peer Connect which provide diabetes
awareness and education information to all Lions, Lioness and Leo’s as well as the public. More detailed information has
been sent to the Clubs in MD C. Attached to this report is the T1D and T2D poster for your information.
The Lions of Multiple District C are being recognized as the sponsoring organization of these Peer Connect sessions in
Alberta, NWT and NE BC. Again, thank you all for your continued support of the Lions cavalcade for diabetes awareness
project.
More information on the Peer Connect and the D-Camp projects will be available via our Lions cavalcade website which
has been updated.
2020 and 2021 has been a year of many changes, in the way we provide service to our communities and to those with
diabetes.
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The Lions Cavalcade for Diabetes Awareness committee has decided to postpone our annual event in June 2021 until
June 2022 due to COVID-19 situation, the host clubs for 2021 and 2022 have been advised and are willing to wait a year
to host the annual event.
Due to the change in the way we are providing Diabetes Awareness we will be developing new methods of providing the
needed diabetes awareness in conjunction with Diabetes Canada. More details coming soon.

MD C Website – Submitted By: PCC Dennis Stevenson
The website is being reviewed and updated/changed as required with new information as it is received from
contributors.
The main page of the new site is the place for MD C news and activities to be placed, there are also pages for the various
MD C Chairpersons and Coordinators to have information placed on. If anyone has anything, they want on the website
please send it to the Webmaster at pdg37e@sunraybase.ca

MD C Newsletter – Submitted By: PCC Dennis Stevenson
At the request of the Council Chair, I have setup a newsletter for the Multiple District which is sent out
after each Council meeting to report all the committee reports and any other news from the council
meeting of interest to all MD C Lions, also any information that is available at time of publication will be
included. Once the newsletter is published it will be available on the MD C website.

Welcome to new Lions in Multiple District C since July 2021
District C 1
ALBERTA BEACH & DISTRICT LIONS CLUB
ALIX LIONS CLUB
BEAUMONT & DISTRICT LIONS CLUB
EDMONTON HOST LIONS CLUB
EDMONTON JOLLY FELLOW’S LIONS CLUB
EDMONTON SOUTH EDMONTON LIONS CLUB
ELK POINT & DISTRICT LIONS CLUB
PIGEON LAKE LIONS CLUB
THORSBY & DISTRICT LIONS CLUB
VERMILION LIONS CLUB
WETASKIWIN LIONS CLUB

TERRY E.J. SCHEIRIS
ENAINE FODOR
LESLIE FODOR
CAROL BLANNIN
KEN CHARLEBOIS
MAIDA KELLREN
SADIA KANWAL
RAYMOND LEMAY
NIKKI COLES
ROSA RITZMANN
GIOVANNA BERVIAN
JULIO MUNHOZ
BEVERLY RUNKA
JODI D ARROWSMITH
MATTHEW J BARNET
LUCAS MOELLER
KEVIN E ROLAND
DAVID R TAYLOR
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District C 2
BEARSPAW LIONS CLUB
BLAIRMORE LIONS CLUB
CALGARY EASTPORT LIONS CLUB
CALGARY HERITAGE LIONS CLUB

CALGARY KOREAN LIONS CLUB
CALGARY NORTH HILL LIONS CLUB
CALGARY WESTWIND LIONS CLUB

CLARESHOLM LIONS CLUB
COCHRANE LIONS CLUB

COCHRANE LIONESS LIONS CLUB
COWLEY LIONS CLUB
FOOTHILLS LIONS CLUB

FT MACLEOD LIONS CLUB
GLEICHEN LIONS CLUB
HIGHWOOD LIONS CLUB
INNISFAIL LIONS CLUB
LETHBRIDGE WEST LETHBRIDGE LIONS CLUB
OLDS LIONS CLUB
STIRLING LIONS CLUB

VETERAN & DISTRICT LIONS CLUB

BRADLEY BECHTOLD
DALE LETOURNEAU
EVELYN M CLARKE
GERALD M CLARKE
CHARLOTTE GRANT
CHARLES ECHLIN
CATHY HARDMAN
IVAN HARDMAN
RON D SINKINSON
SU JIN YOON
DMETRI BERKO
ERLINDA ALBERTO
EDNA BALASBAS
LUDY ROSALES
MERAFLOR ROSERO
ELLEN UMALI
TOMY UMALI
ED BOURASSA
SHERRY BOURASSA
IAN ABBS
STEPHEN DE THOMASIS
MORGAN W GROVES
TIM C. K. HAIGHT PCC
JERRY PEDDLE
MATTHEW SHANNON
MELBA COPITHORNE
DONALD W MCKINNON
LINDA D MCKINNON
BONITA JOYCE FELTON
CLAUDE RAYMOND FELTON
COLIN DOUGLAS MCCARTHY-BUTT
JOSHUA WYLIE
DALE G BLAKLEY
SOPHIE M BLAKLEY
STEVE WAYMEN
LOUISE MOCK
GURCHARAN GILL
NORRIS D HIRONAKA
TONY LEE
GARY BIKMAN MR
DOUG CLARENCE ROBERT COOPER MR.
JOHN FRANCIS GEDRASIK MR
SHELLY ANN GEDRASIK MRS.
MELISSA TRASK
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… and honor those who have left us

District C 1
BLINDMAN VALLEY LIONS CLUB
BONNYVILLE LIONS CLUB
EDMONTON GOLDEN GATE LIONS CLUB
FORESTBURG LIONS CLUB
LEDUC LIONS CLUB
ROCKY MOUNTAIN HOUSE LIONS CLUB
SMOKY LAKE LIONS CLUB
THORHILD LIONS CLUB

LISA M FREIGANG
LIZ HUNKA
RUSSELL MC ALLISTER
DOUGLAS J
J KIRSCHMAN
HENRY J BEAUCLAIR
JAMES D LEE
LARRY KIRSCH
HARRY A
GARNETT SMALLEY

District C 2
AIRDRIE LIONS CLUB
CALGARY LIONS CLUB
CALGARY HERITAGE LIONS CLUB
CALGARY NORTHEAST EYEOPENER LIONS CLUB
CARDSTON LIONS CLUB
CARSTAIRS & DISTRICT LIONS CLUB
CHAMPION LIONS CLUB
FOOTHILLS LIONS CLUB
INNISFAIL LIONS CLUB
MEDICINE HAT LIONS CLUB
STIRLING LIONS CLUB
SUNDRE & DISTRICT LIONS CLUB

JAMES REID
OTTO STRAND
ROCKY OISHI
PAULA C HAGEL
JOAN M STRANG
ERIC STOPFORD
PAUL DE CLERCQ
BRIAN EDWARD CORSON
BOB NELSON
LANCE E. RILEY
JIM TURNER
GARY R MCCLENAGHAN MR
GRANT NELSON
RYAN BECK
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Seasons Greeting to All the
Lions Family’s from the
Editor and Council
Members
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